Molift Air 200
The compact, powerful hoist
optimized for long term care

Molift Air 200
Molift Air 200 is an affordable, well-designed and highly functional ceiling hoist for users
up to 205 kg. Combined with Molift Rail System and Molift slings, this hoist solves most
day-to-day hoisting situations in health care and other patient handling environments.

Comfort and quality
Molift Air 200 combines the need for maximum comfort
with efficient and safe hoisting situations. The design
and user-friendliness bring an exceptional freedom,
which enables a single caregiver to perform daily lifting
situations, allowing more time for caring for the individual
user. For the caregiver, a better working environment is
possible without the need for manual lifting. The user
experiences a dignified, safe and comfortable lifting.

The flexible hoist
Molift Air 200 is suitable for sitting and horizontal
transfers, as well as standing and gait training situations.
Molift Air 200 is used with fixed ceiling rails but can also
be used for portable free-standing systems. It is easy to
handle during installation and servicing, due to a very low
weight and the smart quick release function.
Molift Air 200 offers flexible solutions such as remote
control and possibilities for room-to-room transfer. Add
to this the safety features, the large hoisting interval
and the multiple range of sling bars. This hoist is the
complete solution in all health care segments.

Product model

Including

Molift Air 200 SLA Battery
Molift Air 200 Litium Battery

Hoist, handcontrol, charger
Hoist, handcontrol, charger

Item no.
26200
26201

Facts

Expected lifetime
Molift Service Software
Emergency lowering
Emergency stop

Maximum user weight (SWL)
Total weight
Length
Width
Height
Battery SLA
Battery Litium
Battery charger
Battery charge time
Motor
Hoisting interval
Hoisting speed 75 kg
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Facts

Molift Air 200

205 kg
8.6 kg
360 mm
190 mm
195 mm
12 V SLA 2,9 Ah
25,6 V LiFePO4 2,4 Ah
100–240 V AC, 50–60 Hz
6 hrs
24 V DC
3000 mm
60 mm/sec

Protection class; hand control & hoist motor

30 000 lifts SWL/10 years
Included
Mechanical and electrical
Reachable from floor with string.
Reset possible from floor
IP24

Clean / disinfect the product using a standard non-abrasive cleaning agent with a pH
between 5 and 9, or with a 70% disinfectant solution.

Molift | by Etac

Features
Small hoist - great lifting capacity

Silent and soft operation

Molift Air 200 is very small and weights only
8,6 kg. Nevertheless it has a lifting capacity
(SWL) of 205 kg. The size and weight makes
it very easy to operate and move for the carer
during different transfer situations.

Molift Air 200 works very quietly and has a
soft start and stop operation. This results in
a comfortable and safe feeling for the user
during the transfer situation.

Quick release device for trolley

Intuitive hand control

Molift Air 200 is easy to handle during
installation and servicing, due to a very low
weight and the smart quick release function.
With a simple grip, the motor is disconnected
from its trolley and removed.

Molift Air 200 has a new intuitive handcontrol
with attachment possibility on sling bar and
optional docking station for wall.

4-point Sling bar

Molift Air Scale

Light weight aluminium, SWL 350 kg

This scale can calculate BMI (Body Mass
Index) with a simple touch. Approved Class III.

Accessories

4-pt Sling bar 350 (S) .......................2530210
4-pt Sling bar 450 (M) ......................2530211
4-pt Sling bar 550 (L) ........................2530212
4-pt Sling bar 650 (XL) ......................2530213

Scale SWL 300 kg..............................1840000

2-point Sling bar

Molift Stretcher MRI

Light weight aluminium, SWL 350 kg

Flexible scoop stretcher, ideal for horizontal
hoisting situations at hospitals and
institutions. SWL 300 kg

2-pt Sling bar 350 (S) .......................2530115
2-pt Sling bar 450 (M) ......................2530120
2-pt Sling bar 550 (L) ........................2530125

Molift Stretcher MRI........................... 2150108

2-point Pigtail Sling bar

Other accessories

Light weight aluminium, SWL 350 kg

Room-to-room unit............................. 2510295

2-pt Pigtail Sling bar 350 (S) ............1830033
2-pt Pigtail Sling bar 450 (M) ...........1830032
2-pt Pigtail Sling bar 550 (L).............1830031

8-point Sling bar
For transfer situations with a fabric stretcher.
Steel, SWL 300 kg

8-pt Sling bar......................................2140003

www.etac.com
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Etac is a world-leading developer and provider of ergonomic assistive devices
and patient handling equipment. Our heart lies in the solutions that optimise
quality of life for the individual, their family and caregivers.
For the latest news and continuously updated
product information – visit: www.etac.com
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Kista Science Tower
SE-164 51 Kista, Sweden
Tel +46 371 – 58 73 30
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